Our Annual Iowa-Made Holiday Gift Guide

*Give as gifts!* Our Annual Iowa-Made Holiday Gift Guide is back. The season is here. People adore gifts that are unique to the place. Iowans are no different. This year, Iowans and the out-of-state Iowan friends and relatives we see about this time of year will get gifts that are truly Iowa. Gift Guide includes judges, referees, timers, judge assistants, and more. You can help all day, just in the morning or just in the afternoon. There are a variety of volunteer positions.

Upcoming CIRAS Events

**Volunteers Needed for Iowa FIRST® LEGO® League (FLL)**

We would like to invite you to join our volunteer team for our FIRST LEGO League (FLL) Qualifier Event on October. The event is open to the public.

**CIRAS Scanner Captures History of Mini-campanile's Bells**

CIRAS, the Center for Industrial Research and Service, is seeking to make Iowa better by educating its students and training the workforce of the future. The Center for Industrial Research and Service (CIRAS) seeks to make Iowa better by educating its students and training the workforce of the future. The Center for Industrial Research and Service (CIRAS) seeks to make Iowa better by educating its students and training the workforce of the future.

**Writing Federal Proposals**

Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to practice before you submitted the first bid? Sometimes can be complicated and detailed. Government contracting is a key step in your career path. Learn the Secrets of "Writing Federal Proposals".

**Capture Planning: Proven Strategies to Increase RFP Win Rate**

Attend this workshop. We thought so, too. We’re here to help you. Our team knows that developing an effective planning strategy for government projects is a critical part of ensuring your success. Learn More!